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PREFACE 

The uranium potential of the Bushveld Complex has recently come under 
review owing to interest stimulated by the Atomic Energy Corporation 
of South Africa Ltd. This is due in part to strategic considerations 
but is also the result of interest ere** J by the discovery of a 
major Proterozoic ore deposit of Cu-Fe-F-U paragenesis at Olympic 
Dam, Australia. There is at present considerable unconfirmed 
potential for a major orebody with a similar pangenesis and 
structural setting somewhere in Southern Africa and the Bushveld 
Complex is considered to be one of the possible loci for such an 
orebody. 

There is already a considerable amount of information available which 
is of use for such an assessment although some of the data referred 
to here are unpublished and in theses submitted to South African and 
other universities. 

The purpose of this preliminary investigation is therefore to 
assemble and Interpret some of the existing data and to draw 
conclusions relevant to the further investigation of the Bushveld for 
uranium ore deposits and thus aid the design and selection of 
objectives for the cirrent study. 

These initial findings are presented here in a form which is suitable 
for pre-publication in the proceedings of the International Meeting 
organized by the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy on High Heat 
Production (HHP) Granites, Hydrothermal Circulation and Ore Genesis, 
22-25 September 1985, St Austell, Cornwall, United Kingdom. 

The next stage of this work, which includes studies undertaken 
following my return to the UK will be included in a subsequent 
publication. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF P.R. SIMPSON'S REPORT ON THE 
URANIUM POTENTIAL OF THE SILICEOUS ROCKS OF THE BUSHVELD COMPLEX 

by D. Twist 

This paper presents a summary on much of the existing geochemical data 
on the siliceous components of the Bushveld Complex (i.e., the felsltes, 
granophyres and granites) with a view to establishing the U potential of 
the district. Althouh very few U analyses are actually available, 
sophisticated normalised data plots (Figs 2, 3 and 4) are utilised to 
estimate the probable U contents of the rock types. Simpson clearly 
demonstrates that the members of the siliceous suite exhibit a gradual 
chemical evolution through time and illstrates that the most evolved 
members of the suite (i.e., the Bobbejaankop and related granites) 
probably contained the highest primary U contents: he suggests that 
uranium exploration should be directed towards these rocks. 

It is emphasized that most known Bushveld Sn and F occurrences, with 
which U is likely to be associated, and most of the recognized 
radiometric anomalies in the complex, are concentrated along major 
lineaments. In this respect the Murchison and Franspoort directions 
(Fig. 10) are considered to be particularly Important. 

In conclusion, Simpson argues that the potential for as yet undiscovered 
hydrothermal U ores in the Bushveld Complex is high, and argues that 
five factors will probably control the location of such deposits. These 
factors include: 

1. A Sn, F and LIL-enriched source granite. 

2. High post-emplacement heat production to promote the development of 
post-emplacement mineralizing systems. 

3. A tectonically unstable source region with major fracture zones. 

4. Suitable trap environments in the granites and their country rocks. 

5. A source of fluids from aquifers in the granite aureole. 
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Field re la t i onsh ips , radiometric age determinations, and geochemlcal 
and petro log ica l s tudies have previously been used to show that there 
are several v a r i e t i e s of granite comprising the Lebowa Granite Suite 
In the Bushveld Complex, South Africa. The granites have U-Pb ages 
ranging from 1 920 Ma to a probable reset age of 1 670 Ma vary from 
l e s s evclved barren granites to highly evolved metal l i ferous and 
mineralized a l k a l i c v a r i e t i e s which are shown in t h i s study to be 
geochemically comparable with high heat production (HHP) granites 
recorded from the Phanerozoic. Partial melting of a F- and 
LILE-enriched lower crustal - upper mantle source region i s 
postulated for the genes i s and successive i n j e c t i o n of the granites 
as dry melts which were further enriched at a high l e v e l by 
fract ional c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n and pervasive metasomatism. 

The granites thus represent a primary control on the ore-forming 

processes and are assoc iated with an extensive range of mineral 

deposi ts formed by the act ion of F- and a l s o B-rich so lut ions which 

pervasively netasomatized and mineralized the granites short ly a f ter 

emplacement. The ores occur as disseminations and i n 

f i s sure -contro l l ed pipe and vein systems within the granite and i t s 
volcanic exhalat ive equ iva lents , i n xenol i ths within the granite and 
in i t s wall and roof and updomed f loor rocks. The deposi ts are 
aligned along several ENE and WNW quasi-orthogonal rec t i l inear s e t s 
of major lineaments in the regional tectonic and structural fabric 
which d i s s e c t the Bushveld Igneous Complex and which are up to 30 km 
in width and can be traced in the basement for up to 650 km. 

The paragenetic assemblages in the ore deposits are a l s o 

character i s t i c of HHP grani tes visewhere and may c o n s i s t , In a 

variety of paragenetic groupings, of one or more of the following 

s u i t e of elements: Sn, F, Cu, Fe, W, Mo, Bi, REE, Th, U, Zn, Ag. 

Additional elemental s u i t e s which probably re f l ec t mixed sources due 

to the assoc iated reworking of the gabbrolc rocks of the Rustenburg 

Layered Suite are characterized by the addition of one or more of the 

mafic para gene s i s Cu, Co, Ni, Au to the grani t ic s u i t e . Country 

rocks such as the dolomites , shales and f e l s i t e s of the Transvaal 

Sequence 
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probably provided then, as now, important high-level aquifers for 
these HHP granite-related mineralizing events and were also 
hydrothermally altered and mineralized by the granites. This 
probably contributed in part to the development of Pb-Zn-S ores in 
the Rooiberg Group felsites; the formation of Au deposits by this 
process is also thought to be likely. 

8 27 The Bushveld Complex ' is the largest known of its kind and 
attracts world-wide interest. The dimensions are approximately 480 
km E-W by 240 km N-S (Fig. 1). It is of great economic Importance 

18 because of its association with extensive deposits if Fe, Ti, V, 
Cr, P, Ni, Sn and F. More recently, work has been undertaken to 
evaluate the potential for Pb, Zn, Au and U. 

1 GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE BUSHVELD COMPLEX 

The Complex (Fig. 1) consists of five major events, two of which 
predate the main lnstrusive phase and consist of firstly, a multitude 
of diabase sills emplaced at various levels in the Pretoria Group of 
the Transvaal Sequence and secondly, vulcanicity which nged in 
composition from basalt to rhyolite, known collectively as the 

27 Rooiberg Group, at 2 150 Ma which is closely associated spatially 
with the Complex, and in many areas forms its "roof. The intrusive 
rocks of the Complex consist of three distinct units in the timespan 

11 2 
2 095 Ma to 1 670 Ma i.e. the Rustenburg Layered Suite, the 
Rashoop Granophyre Suite and the Lebowa Grailte Suite. The intrusive 
activity was, however, probably largely completed by 1 920 + 40 Ma, 

2 which is the age of the Nebo Granite. 

A stratigraphlc, age-related and non-genetic nomenclature system 
devised for sedimentary successions has recently been applied, in the 
absence of an adequately comprehensive and reliable regional 
geochemical and petrological data base, to the Rashoop Granophyre and 
Lebowa Granite Suites, although it is recognized that the latter 
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OliDD 
Fig. 1 Geological map showing occurrence and distribution of acid 
igneous rocks of the Bushveld Complex in South Africa such as the 
Rashoop granophyres and Lebowa Suite granites but also including the 
Rooiberg Group felsites located at the top of the Transvaal 
Sequence. The map also indicates their relationship to gabbros of 
the Rustenburg Layered Suite, the older Transvaal Sequence rocks 
which predate the Complex and which form the "floor" to it and 
probable updomed inliers within the Complex. The approximately 
coeval Waterberg Group, and the younger alkaline complexes and the 
Karoo Sequence noted for uraniferous coal deposits are also 
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exhlbits discordant relations with igneous and sedimentary rocs in 

27 the area. Furthermore, the earlier developnent of local names 
for the ac'.d intrusive varieties that could be Identified ana napped 
in the field have now been argely dropped in the new classification 
in favour of omnibus terms which have themselves evolved from 
varietal names. These new terms are also now used locally in the 
field to describe otherwise unclassifiad granite rocks which have 
textural or other characteristics similar to the main categories 
adopted but vhlch occur outside the type areas, such as 
Bobbejaankop-type, Lease-type and Nebo-type granites. 

One of the objectives of the present study is to further review, 
using existing data in the first Instance, the possibilities of a 
regionally applicable systematic geochemical and genetic scheme for 
the acid igneous rocks of the Bushveld Complex. This includes the 
Rooiberg Group felsites, Rashoop granophyres and Lebowe Granite 
Suite, and is Intended to assist mineral exploration in the region, 
especially for U, and comparison with other metallogenlc provinces. 

28 9 29 
Individual studies of the felsites, granophyres, ' and 
granite ' have greatly advanced our understanding of the 
geochemical evolution of these separate units. High-quality 
multi-element geochemical data sets suitable for .his purpose are 
also available, mainly In unpublished thesis form, for major, minor, 
trace and rare earth elements ' ' for selected suites of acid 
Igneous rocks from the Bushveld Complex. 

2 COMPARATIVE GEOCHEMISTRY OF BUSHVELD ACID ROCKS 

The main source of the multi-element geochemical data employed in 
this study is that the Fourle, which was further refined in part 

31 and added to by Watterson; additional data was obtained from 
17 3 

MacCaskie and Coetzee. The trace element abundance patterns 
thus obtained were normalized to primordial mantle values and ordered 
in a sequence Indicative of progressive geochemical evolution 
(Fig. 2 - 4 ) . The observed trends are also generally compatible with 
the results obtained from the chondrite-normallzed REE patterns 
(Fig. 5). Several Important deductions can be made from these data. 
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2.1 Interpretation of normalized data plots 

The trace-element plots for selected Rooiberg felsite analyses 
(Fig. 2) have several characteristics Indicative of modern 
calc-alkaline complexes, such as negative Nb and Ti anomalies -
characteristics which are related In recent and mesozoic 

23 calc-alkaline intrusions to compositions of the source area They 
also display a large negative Sr anomaly suggesting plagloclase 
fractionation although they have only a small negative Ba anomaly 
which would suggest that K-feldspar was not separating from the 
melt. The REE diagram for the felsites (Fig. 5) has only a small 
negative Eu anomaly and only slight HREE enrichment, Indicating their 
relatively primitive nature. 

The most highly evolved group of the Lebowa granites (Figs. 3,4) may 
be related to the less evolved felsites (Fig. 2) and granites 
(Fig. 3,4) by a process of fractional crystallization at depth from a 
common primary magma source region in the mantle. The evolved 
granites have the Ti, Ta and Nb negative anomalies characteristic of 
the felsites and in addition have a large negative Ba anomaly 
probably due to K-feldspar separation. These highly evolved granites 
also have large negative Eu anomalies with HREE enrichment (Fig. 5). 

2.2 Geochemical Modelling 

Ba-Sr, Ba-Rb and Ce-Yb bivallate logarithmic plots were prepared to 
model the crystallization of the principal Bushveid acid igneous rock 
varieties using an approach similar to that of McCarthy and 
Hasty. The following results were obtained: 

Ba-Sr 
Distinct fields are present for Rooiberg felsite, Rashoop granophyre 
and Lebowa granite (Fig. 6). The granite is shown to be controlled 
by K-feldspar although plagloclase and blotite are probably also 
involved. Felsites and granophyres have a different but common 
trend, which could be controlled by plagloclase. The granophyres 
have generally higher Sr than the felsites, indicating that the 
granophyre samples studied here may represent a feldspar-enriched 
residue. One possible Interpretation is therefore that these 
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Fig. 2 Primordial mantle normalized trace-element diagrams for 
selected Roolberg Group felsltes and Rashoop granophyres of the 

27 Bushveld Complex, South Africa. The diagram shows fields for 
each rock type representing the geochemlcal variation obtained by 
Fourie. The geochemlcal similarities of these data are consistent 
with the suggestion that Rashoop granoohyres may represent remelted 

9 
Rooiberg felslte. Both suites are also comparable with and 
probably related to the geochemlcally less evolved members of the 
Lebowa Granite Suite (Fig. 3,4). 
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Flg.3 Primordial mantle normalized trace-element diagrams for 
selected Lebova Suite granites of the Bushveld Complex, South 

27 Africa, arranged In order of Increasing geochemlcal evolution. 
7 31 

Original data from Fourle and Watterson; absent data are 
Indicated by dotted line; continuous solid line indicates complete 
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Fig. 4 Selected primordial aantle no realized trace-element diagrams 
for Nebo granites from Sekhukhuneland, a variety of the Lebowa Suite 

27 of the Bushveld Complex, South Africa, arranged in order of 
increasing geochemlcal evolution. The data is obtained froa 
MacCaskle. Absent data preclude full interpretation of the 
results, which are therefore plotted separately froa those in 
Fig. 3. Inree representative analyses are plotted which demonstrate 
the wide range of geochemlcal variation within the Nebo granite In 
Sekhukhuneland, ranging in composition froa the most primitive Lebowa 
granites to the most evolved. Absent data are Indicated by a dotted 
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Fig.5 Choodrite normalized rare earth eleaent diagrams for selected 
Roolberg Group felsites, Rashoop granophyres and Iabowa Suite 
granites of the Bushveld Coaplez, South Africa, arranged in order of 
increasing geocheaicaJ evolution. Original data fro» Fourie and 
Watterson. ' Absent data is Indicated by dotted line; continuous 
solid line Indicates coaplete data. 
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granophyre samples st . led here may represent a feldspar-enriched 

residue. One possible Interpretation i s therefore that these 

granophyres have l o s t partial melts to the overlying ce l s i t e p i l e at 

an early stage of the reaelting of the f e l s i t e on emplacement of 

gabbros of the Rustenburg layered Suite beneath the f e l s i t e s . 

Ba-Rb 

This plot (Fig. 7) indicates a similar relationship to that of the 
Ba-Sr plot (Fig. 6) and shows that the granites are controlled by 
K-feldspar and biotite and that the granophyres and felsites are 
similarly controlled by plagioclase. 

Ce-Yb 
This plot (Fig. 8) indicates that Lebowa granite, Rooiberg felsite 
and Rashoop granophyre have a common trend attributable to control by 
felspars + biotite. For high values of Yb ( 6 ppm), Ce is greatly 
reduced, possibly due to the preferential removal of monazite whose 
minor participation would swing the fractional crystallization vector 
for the granites in the manner shown in the diagram. 

Absent data 

Data basis of the type used here for metsllogenlc investigations are 
often affected by difficulties related to absent or restricted data, 
a problem that is unlikely to be remedied in the short term. This 
may involve important metallogenlc indicator elements, such as U, 
which are particularly useful for assessment of HHP granites. In the 
case of the Bushveld acid rocks, published whole rock data for U are 
not yet available in sufficient quantity for comparative regional 
investigations and a wide range of petrogenetic indicator elements 
have been used in addition to provide an estimate of the U content of 
these rocks in a manner similar to that previously used for the 

26 granites. In the samples studied here the U contents for the 
Lebowa granites probably all lie within the measured range of 4,3 ppm 
to 22 ppm U (Fig. 9). These values all lie above the Clarke value 
for granites, which is consistent with the relatively evolved nature 
of the Lebowa Granite Suite and the wide measured variation in their 
U content. 
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Fig. 6 Logarlthalc blvarlate plot of Ba vs Sr for Lebowa granite, 
Roolberg felslte and Rashoop granophyrc shoving dominating control of 
K-feldspar In granite fractionation and plagloclase In felslte and 
granophyre eleaental variations raspectlvely. Orglnal data froa 
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2.3 Geochemical Evolution of Acid Magaas with Time 

Geochemical evolutionary trends are evident which constrain models 
for the genesis of the Bushveld acid magmas. The sample suites show 
the general geocheaical similarity of the Rooiberg Group felsites, 
Rashoop granophyres (Fig. 2) and the less primitive member of the 
lebowa Granite Suite (Figs. 3,4), which is consistent with the 
suggestion that the felsites. which are estimated to be approximately 

27 2 150 Ha, represent the initial phase of Bushveld magmatic 
activity and that the granophyres, which have a U-Pb age of 2 090 

27 + 40 Ma and are located immediately beneath felsites in several 
9 field locations, represent felsitic rocks which were partially to 

completely remelted by emplacement of the Rustenburg Layered Suite 
having an Rb-Sr age of 2 095 + 24 Ma The granophyres therefore 
probably do not represent a separate phase of instrusive activity, 
although remobllization from sites of partial melting may have 
occurred. The oldest U-Pb age for the Lebowa granite suite of 1 920 

2 + 40 Ma is at least 70 Ma younger than the age of the granophyre, 
which is in agreement with the interpretation that the granite is a 
later and separate event. 

3 GENESIS OF THE BUSHVELD ACID MAGMAS 

It has previously been suggested on the basis of one Rb-Sr isochron 
diagram based on six granite samples (one of which was excluded from 
the least squares calculation) that the initial strontium Isotope 
value of 0,715 + 0,00886 recalculated to 0,7119 + 0,00231 

Indicates that the most probable mechanism for the derivation of the 
Lebowa Granite Suites is the remelting of crustal rocks at depth. 
This analysis is, however, subject to error in the initial ratio and 
a value of 0,7096 could not be regarded as unequivocally crustal In 
rocks that have been exposed to such extensive postmagmatic pervasive 
F metasomatism and vein and fracture controlled F and Sn 

5 18 mineralization as the Lebowa granite. ' Sr values of the rocks 
studied are all low and fall in the range 19,4 ppm to 100 ppm and the 
mineralization and metasomatism in the Lebowa granites could have 

19 exposed the magoatlc isotoplc systems to contamination from a 
87 source enriched in radiogenic Sr from the country rocks, thus 
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Fig.7 Logarithmic blvarlate plot of Ba vs Rb for Lebowa granite, 
Rooiberg fels l te and Rashoop granophyre confirming K-feldspar and 
plagioclase importance in granite and felsite-granophyre petrogenesls 

7 31 
respectively. Original data from Fourle and Watterson. 
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Fig.8 Logarithmic blvarlate plot of Ce vs Yb for Lebowa granite, 
Roolberg felslte and Rashoop granophyre which a l l have a coaaon 
trend, attributable to control by feldspars + blotlte. For high 
values of Yb ( 6 ppa), Ce Is greatly reduced, possibly due to the 
preferential reaoval of aonazlte. 

31 Watterson. 
Original data froa Fourle and 
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Flg. 9 U content of unmlnerailzed Rashoop granophyres, Rooiberg 
f e l s i t e s and Lebowa Suite granites arranged fro» the l e f t in 
increasing order of geochemical evolution as presented in Figs. 2-5. 
The diagrao shows that the highest whole-rock values for U occur in 
the «est evolved granites. Owing to absent data, «any of the values 
given are estimates which have been calculated from Figs. 2 and 3. 

7 31 
Original data from Fourle and Watterson. 
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Fig. 10 Sn content of unmlnerallzed Rashoop granophyres, Roolberg 
fels ltes and Lebowa Suite granites arranged from the left In 
Increasing order of geochemlcal evolution as presented in Figs. 2-5. 
The diagram shows that the highest whole-rock values for Sn occur In 
the 
Watterson. 

most evolved granites. 
31 

Original data from Fourle and 
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imposing a "crustal" signature on the magma type; as a mechanism 
isotopic contamination need not involve changes in the elemental 
concentrations and ratios ( e .g . K, Rb, Ba) and thus may escape 
detection. It i s therefore improbable that reliable data on the 
age and origin of the Lebowa Suite granites wi l l be obtained by the 
Rb-Sr whole-rock method as the system has probably not remained 
closed since the magma crystal l ized. In these circumstances the most 
reasonable conclusion must be that the origin of the magmas (the 
question as to whether they are mainly crustal or mantle-derived) i s 
unconstrained by presently available isotopic data. 

4 COMPARISON OF BUSHVELD AND KAAPVAAL GRANITES 

Hunter and Simpson and Plant have previously noted the close 
chemical and petrological s imi lar i t ies between the apparently 
anorogenic homogeneous Hood Granites of the Kaapvaal Craton and some 
post-orogenic LILE-enriched high Sn-U alkallc Caledonian and 
Hercynian granites such as those of the UK. It can be shown that a l l 
these granite su i tes are closely comparable with the Lebowa Granite 

14 Suite studied here. Hunter pointed out the dif f iculty which he 
found when discussing the genesis of the anorogenic homogeneous Hood 
and younger granites of the Kaapvaal Craton which were emplaced into 
thickened and stabil ized crust, since they were comparable with 
Phanerozoic granites which were considered by some authors at that 
time to represent the product of anatexis of the down-buckled base of 

14 a geosynclinal p i l e . This led Hunter to propose that there must 
be a fundamental change in magmatic s ty les and processes through 
time, with a break placed somewhere between the early Precambrian and 
the younger LILE-enriched (HHP) granites since he could not attribute 
the genesis of the post-orogenic Hood and younger granites on the 
Kaapvaal Craton to the mechanism of anatexis of crustal rocks as 
there had clearly been no aosociated downwarping of sediments into 
the mantle. 

From theoretical considerations there are considerable d i f f i cu l t i e s 
in generating large-volume leucocratic granites enriched in 
heat-producing elements, such as Sn and REE, Nb and Ta but not As, 
Co, Cr, Cu, Ni or V, by the simple partial melting of black shale, 
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and their emplacement at a high level in the crust, frequently long 
after crustal anatectic Sn granites such as those at Rondonia, 
Brazil, and Nigeria, which were emplaced in old granitic and 
netamorphic complexes far from destructive plate margins, seem to 
rule out the possibility that the enclosing crystalline rocks 
represent allochthonous units that were thrust over sedimentary 
masses, depressing them into the mantle to generate LILE-enriched Sn 
granites. 

The origin and genesis of LILE-enriched Sn-U granites such as the 
Cairngorm batholith in the Scottish Caledonides and the Hercynian 
Cornubian batholith of southwest England have more recently attracted 

20 21 25 30 further interest. ' ' ' It was shown that the geological 
geochemical, mineralogical and isotopic characteristics of these 
granites are more consistent with a model in which a predominantly 
juvenile subduction-related magma source was involved in their 
genesis in preference to a magma generated by sediment anatexis in 
geosyncllnes. Thus the similarities between Hercynian and Caledonian 
HHP granites and Kaapvaal granites of 3 000 Ma old and younger tends 
to support the view that the anorogenic Precambrian magmas and 
orogenic Phanerozoic magmas tappsd geochemically comparable 
lithospheric sources in the lower crustal - upper mantle region, 
followed by low-pressure crystal fractionation which genetated the 
evolved alkalic end members of these suites. 

This approach to the Bushveld acid magmas has two advantages: 
firstly, it places them in the general context of other similar 
calc-alkaline to midly alkalic (HHP) magmatism on the Kaapvaal Craton 
in the approximate range from 3 000 Ma to 1 900 Ma. The close 
association in space and time of Bushveld acid magmas with mafic 
magmas that generated the Rustenburg Layered Suite and that are 
thought to be genetically unrelated would thus appear to be an 
indirect consequence of the foundering and anorogenic disruption of 
the Kaapvaal Craton, possibly at intersections of major crustal 
lineaments which permitted deeply sourced acid and mafic magmas to 
rise independently to high levels in the crust. Secondly, the need 
to invoke special conditions for magma genesis in the early 

14 Precambrian, which Hunter was obliged to adopt, can now be 
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avolded since it now seems more probable that the alkalic Kaapvaal 
granites were derived from lower crustal - upper mantle source 
regions which were compositlonally similar to those of their 
Phanerozoic equivalents in orogenlc belts. 

5 LINEAMENTS RELATED TO THE BOSHVELD COMPLEX 

The origin and mode of emplacement of the Complex is still 
12 22 

controversial. Hamilton and Rhodes have suggested, for 
example, that single or multiple impact events may be implicated in 
its formation. However, the Complex Is also located at the 
approximate intersection of three major crustal lineaments which 
dissect the basement, all of vhtch were in existence long before the 
emplacement of the Complex. There is at present only indirect 
evidence for linking the major lineaments with the high-level 
emplacement of the Complex. On the other hand, the role of these 
lineaments in controlling subsequent ore-forming processes related to 
Bushveld acid igneous rocks has now been recognized by 31 33 Wilson. * The three principal directions noted above were 
recognized as important in Hall's classic account of the 
Complex. A brief summary account of directions thought to be 
relevant to magma emplacement and subsequent ore-forming processes 
follows below. 

The Murchison direction (ENE-WSW) corresponds to the alignment of the 
tectonic and structural fabric in the linear Archaean greenstone 
remnant which constitutes the Murchison mountain range in the 
northeastern part of the Transvaal. This Is also parallel to the 
Glenover-Grobbelaars Hoek zone to the north, and this coincides with 
the zone of transcurrent faulting defining the southern flank of the 
Limpopo Domain. The Murchison direction is also parallel to the 
Soutspan - Spitskop Alkaline Complex zone to the south. 

The Franspoort direction (NNW-SSE) corresponds with the so-called 
"Franspoort Line" of alkallc Intrusions occurring within the 
southern part of the Complex to the north-east of Pretoria. This 

32 33 direction is also related by Wilson ' to the axial zone of the 
Kopples continental arch to the south which bisects the Kaapvaal 
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Craton. The Franspoort direction also parallels the Grobbelaars 
Hoek-Hlabisa zone; th i s Is coaxial with the Usushwana Complex in 
Swaziland which i s emplaced in a major NNW trending graben and has a 
probable age of 2 750 - 3 000 Ma. 

The Great Dyke (NNE-SSW) i s a major l inear dyke-like mafic and 
ultramafic complex 2 460 Ma in age and about 500 km in length, 
intruded some hundreds of kilometres to the north In Zimbabwe. This 
direction i s coaxial with the Losbeig and Trompsburg Complexes to the 
south of the Bushveld Complex with approximate ages of 1 881 + 282 Ma 
and 1 372 + 142 Ma respectively. 

6 SIGNATURE OF THE ORE-FORMING PROCESSES 

The paragenetic assemblies of the ore deposits are similar to those 
of HHF granites elsewhere and may consist , in a variety of 
paragenetic groupings, of one or morn from the following suite of 
elements: Sn, F, Cu, W, Mo, Bi, REE, Th, U, Zn, Ag. Additional 
elemental suites which probably reflect mixed sources due to the 
associated reworking of the mafic rocks of the Rustenburg layered 
Suite are characterized by the addition of one or more from the mafic 
paragenetic group Cu, Co, Ni, Au to the granitic sui te . The granites 
thus represent a primary control on the ore-forming processes and are 
associated with an extensive range of mineral deposits formed by the 
action of F- and also B-rich solutions which pervasively 
metasomatized and mineralized the granites shortly after emplacement. 

Consideration of the available data suggests that a five-part 
signature, discussed below, i s required to adequately account for the 
formation of orebodles of Sn, Fe, and U in the Bushveld Complex: 1) 
An Sn-, F- and LILE- enriched source granite, with 2) a high 
post-emplacement heat production (HKP) due to radioactive decay of 

40 232 235 238 
K w , Ih , U and U j 3) a t echn ica l ly unstable 
region with major fracture zones and related tensional splays within 
the granites and country rocks; 4) suitable trap environments in 
the granites or their country rocks; and 5) a source of f luids from 
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aqulfers In the aureole, since the granites aust be essentially dry 
If they are not to freeze adlabatlcally as they rise through the 
crust. 

6.1 Sn, U contents related to geochealcal evolution 

The Lebowa granite geochealcal data studied here (Figs. 3,4) shows 
that the granites represent a continuous evolutionary series with a 
large variation In their geochealcal and aetallogenetlc signatures, 
it Is significant that ore deposits of S» at Zaalplaats Tin Mine are 
aost Intimately associated with the aost evolved aeabers of the 
granite suite (Fig. 10). 

Comparison of the evolutionary trends of all the Bushveld acid 
Igneous rocks with measured values of Sn (Fig. 10) and measured and 
estimated values for U (Fig 9) for individual sample suites 
demonstrates their generally progreslve increase in whole-rock 
abundance values especially in younger members of the suite, which is 
further confirmation of magmatic evolution in the magma source 
regions and suggests that exploration for mineral deposits of Sn and 
possibly U should take account of the occurrence and distribution of 
the youngest and most evolved members of the Lebowa Granite Suite. 
It should be noted however that direct measurements seeking enhanced 
levels oi Sn may be unreliable as an indicator of metallogenetic 
potential due to remobilization by hydrothermal systems resulting in 
both scavenging and enrichment. Mineralization is thus usually 
associated with high standard deviations for these and other 
associated elements such as Zn, As and F, and unusually low levels 
may be as Indicative of the close proximity of an ore deposit as high 
values. 

Petrogenetic Indicator elements on the other hand, such as Rb, Ba, 
3 Th, K, Nb, Sr, Zr, Ti, Y, which were determined by Coetzee for 406 

samples of unmlneralized and 216 samples of mineralized Bobbejaankop 
granite at the Zaaiplaats Tin Mine, show no significant differences 
in the mean values of the two populations and these elements thus 
allow a reliable assessment to be made of the extent of magmatic 
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evolution even in the presence of mineralizing systems which produce 
large deposits of Sn of economic grade. 

6.2 Heat Production of Kaapvaal Craton granites 

The heat production of Kaapvaal Craton granites through time has been 
modelled on the Wensleydale granite In the English Lake District. 
The results show (Fig. 11) that 3 000 Ma ago heat production from 
such a granite was more than twice the present amount and In Bushveld 
time, 2 000 Ma ago, It was still about 50Z greater than at present, 
due mainly to the much greater abundances of 

„235 
and K . 

6.3 Lineament Control of Ore Bodies 

The lineaments briefly outlined above, especially the Murchison and 
Franspoort directions, were shown to account for all the known 

33 fluorlte and Sn mineralization in the Complex. They also account 
for 85% of the 115 radiometric anomalies in the Complex present on an 
unpublished draft plot prepared by the Atomic Energy Corporation of 
South Africa Ltd. Thus although F, Sn and U increase due to magnetic 
fractionation in the more evolved and later members of the Lebowa 
Granite Suite, orebodies of economic grade are only present in 
tectonically unstable regions within the Complex related to major 
crustal fractures. These are aligned along several ENE and NWW 
quasi-orthogonal rectilinear sets of major lineaments in the regional 
tectonic and structural fabric which dissect the Bushveld Igneous 
Complex and which are up to 30 km in width and can be traced in the 
basement for up to 650 km. 

6.4 Suitable trap environments 

Field and underground mining observations generally indicate that the 
ores occur generally disseminated and in related fissure-controlled 
pipe and vein systems within the granite and its volcanic exhalative 
equivalents, in xenoliths within the granite and In its wall and roof 
and updomed floor rocks of the Bushveld Complex. 
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Fig. 11 The heat production of granites through time has been 
26 

modelled for more evolved granites of the Kaapvaal Craton, 
including more evolved Lebowa granites containing an estiaated 10 ppm 
U, 35 ppm Th and 52 K. The dimensions selected as appropriate for 
the model are 10 km diameter and 5 km depth for a granite having a 

3 
density of 2 590 kg/m . The density value is the same as that for 

4 
a comparable LIL-enriched HHF Wensleydale granite. This is 

3 
slightly lower than the average density of 2 650 kg/m obtained for 

13 
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6.5 Sources of Mineralising Fluids 

Country rocks such as the dolomites, shales and f e l s l t e s of the 

Transvaal Sequence probably provided then, as now, Important high 

leve l aquifers for these HHP gran i te - re la ted mineralizing events and 

were a lso hydrothermally a l t e red and mineralized by the g ran i t e s . 

This probably contributed in part t o the development of Pb-Zn-S ores 

in the Rooiberg Group; the formation of Au deposi ts by t h i s process 

i s a l so thought to be l i k e l y . 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The potential for as yet undiscovered U ore deposits of hydrothermal 
origin in the Bushveld Complex would appear to be high. In addition, 
U has been reconcentrated by sedimentary processes into younger 
formations such as the base of the Waterberg Group and into the Karoo 
Sequence (Fig. 1), which is noted for the development of extensive 
and highly uraniferous coal deposits; the U probably was derived from 
a Bushveld age precursor. Further evaluation of the potential for 
hydrothermal vein type orebodies at depth should be concentrated in 
those areas where the five factors discussed in this study and shown 
to be Important for the formation of deposits of Sn, F and U occur in 
conjunction. A more detailed evaluation of the U potential of the 
Bushveld Complex will form the basis of a subsequent publication. 
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